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What Does an Effective Customer
Risk Assessment Program Look Like?
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Knowing your customer—really understanding them, their products, services, market areas, and businessspecific context can help your organization avoid high-risk situations and potential catastrophe. A system
of monitoring, both automated and human, are mission-critical.

ONGOING MONITORING

Even when alert activity has cleared the assessment
process, the job is not done. Ongoing monitoring, of the
entire customer base, is essential in identifying customer
risk before it becomes a problem.
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ENHANCED DUE DILIGENCE

If due diligence procedures to this point have either raised suspicions about a customer, have
not painted as full a picture as needed to evaluate risk, or the customer as a class (e.g. Politically
Exposed Persons ("PEPs")) represents a higher degree of risk, additional due diligence is needed. At
this point, further investigation may lead to the decision that the customer represents too much
risk to your business.

Do we commit to
a criminal
investigation?

Do we offboard
the customer?
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If initial due diligence yields suspicious results or the information obtained is not
sufficient to evaluate the risk of a customer, it's time to apply an escalated review,
which may include both automated and additional human review of both
customer activity and other information. Specialists, context details, and
customer history can play a big part in identifying whether activity
is an exception or whether there may be a serious problem.
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WHO IS THE CUSTOMER?
WHERE DO THEY DO BUSINESS?
WHAT IS THE PRODUCT/SERVICE?
HOW DO THEY DO BUSINESS?
WITH WHOM DO THEY DO BUSINESS?
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CUSTOMER
IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM (CIP)
Each step in the Customer
Risk Assessment Program is
connected. The first step
taken, the CIP ensures that the
customer is who they say they are. This
ensures a base level of monitoring.
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SIMPLIFIED DUE DILIGENCE

Each customer will undergo some measure of due diligence,
beginning with initial due diligence processes beyond CIP.
Customers with few risk factors, for example well-known large
public companies and customers utilizing some types of low-risk
products or services, may not require more than a
simplified due diligence processes. Automated
services can answer questions and perform basic
checks, but human intellect begins to
become essential in adding context and
identifying coincidence.
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It’s All About Context
Understanding the way in which your
customers do business can avoid an
unnecessary, costly investigation.
Depositing $10,000 every day in the
Summer may be completely normal for
seasonal businesses, but a red flag for
suspicious activity for others.
Understanding these customer business
variations and tuning your Customer
Risk Assessment Program appropriately
can help your organization identify
customer risk faster and more
accurately.

